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Libya’s Hell, Enabled by
Canadian Humanitarians
Why ‘responsibility to protect’ is proving irresponsible.
By Murray Dobbin , 25 Nov 2013 | TheTyee.ca
Murray Dobbin contributes his State of the Nation column to The Tyee and Rabble. Find his previous Tyee columns here.
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ho will protect
Libyans now? One of
the darkest and most
shameful chapters in Western
military intervention continues to
play out in spades in Libya. The
latest news comes from Benghazi
where one of the (literally hundreds)
of murderous militias opened fire
on peaceful, white-flag-bearing
protesters (protesting militias),
killing at least 20 and wounding
over 130. And they didn’t use just
small arms -- it was rocket propelled
grenades, machine guns and even
an anti-aircra gun. It was, even for
a horribly violent context, a
disgusting slaughter of innocents.

Expected flow of Libyan oil to West didn’t
materialize. Photo: Creative commons
licensed, Gripso Banana Prune.

But we hear nothing from the international choir, led here by Lloyd Axworthy,
which sang the “responsibility to protect” (R2P) hymn at the top of their lungs
two years ago. The R2P, established by the UN in 2005, has lo y principles but
in practice has been used as an excuse for any brutal assault on sovereign
nations that serves the capitalist interests of the first world. Responsibility to
protect states that sovereignty is not a right, but rests on the responsibility of
governments to protect their populations. It is triggered by evidence of any
one of four “mass atrocity” crimes: war crimes, genocide, crimes against
humanity and ethnic cleansing.
None of these, of course, prevailed at the time of the Security Council’s vote in
favour of establishing a “no fly” zone to protect civilians from Gadhafi’s fighter
jets. But China and Russia abstained because of Western promises of going no
further. That, of course, was a Big Lie as the real purpose soon revealed itself
and regime change became the end game. When the country could have
managed a ceasefire, NATO and Canada declared that could only happen if
Gadhafi was gone in complete violation of Resolution 1973. And Canada
happened to choose this particular conflict to invest heavily in -- both morally
and in material support. Stephen Harper made a huge show of our bombing
e orts (over 1000 sorties) and boasted that Canada was “punching above its
weight.”
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What is so infuriating in the history of this hideous “mission” is the complete
lack of remorse or shame at what has been “accomplished.” Just like Iraq and
Afghanistan, there are no regrets: Imperialism -- especially “humanitarian
imperialism” -- will never admit to its crimes. But it can’t deny the facts, and
for citizens attracted to the notion of “responsibility to protect,” the facts are
important so that the next time this convenient principle is trotted out there
will be more skepticism.
The key facts? There was no “mass rape” ordered by Gadhafi, a claim
repeated many times by Hillary Clinton (and eventually refuted by Amnesty
International, the UN and even the U.S. Army). There was no bombing of
protesters (a fact admitted to by the CIA’s Robert Gates). There was no plan for
a “massacre” in Benghazi. Gadhafi o ered amnesty to any insurgents who
laid down their arms -- in contrast the “no mercy” theme played by the
Western powers. All of these facts are to be found in Slouching Towards Sirte:
NATO’s War on Libya and Africa by Maximilian Forte.
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Despite the facts, the stark image of Gadhafi “massacring peaceful protesters”
was eagerly promoted by the Western media. Forte refutes this, establishing
that rebels from the very beginning “torched police stations, broke into the
compounds of security services, attacked government o ices and torched
vehicles.” Even then the government did not respond militarily but only with
police. It wasn’t until rebels began to occupy the Benghazi army barracks that
the situation escalated to civil war.
Fast forward to the sickening results of the R2P intervention and you will
understand where this reckless and cynical military adventure fits in the
recent record of NATO countries (Germany abstained in the R2P vote to its
everlasting credit) in the Muslim world. The current situation in Libya is so
out-of-control that chaos and bloodshed rule virtually everywhere. The
Muslim Brotherhood Prime Minister Ali Zeidan was even kidnapped (briefly)
by one of the many militias he actually hired to try to maintain a semblance of
security (the army and police are in total disarray). The newly elected
Congress has ceased to function as the opposition parties have walked out in
protest over the Zeidan government’s authoritarian style -- leaving it with
little moral authority.
Tribal militias are now organizing to take on the Islamist government
e ectively imposed on the country by the U.S. The central government has
virtually no authority outside Tripoli, and even there control over the city is
divided up among armed gangs. Services everywhere have all but collapsed
and the “government” will run out of money by the end of the year -- meaning
it will not be able to pay salaries of any kind.
Hastening state failure
Instead of a new model democracy blathered on about by the warmongers
a er Gadhafi’s murder, we are fast approaching the situation that has
prevailed in Somalia for over a decade: a completely failed state. Once that
situation is established it will take a generation or more to return to some
kind of normalcy.
The big brains in America’s multi-billion dollar intelligence conglomerate
apparently didn’t think of what would happen when dozens of militias, alQaida cells and criminal armed gangs raided the many arms depots across
the country (in addition to getting hundreds of tonnes of arms from NATO).
Libya is now described as the biggest open arms bazaar in the world, where
the most sophisticated weapons can be purchased by anyone with enough
cash. Setting aside the fact that many of these weapons are finding their way
to other conflict areas, there is enough weaponry available to keep the
conflict in Libya going for years.
It is not only Western governments and their compliant media who don’t
want to talk about the chaos and violence unleashed by our
humanitarianism. The transnational corporations which were the intended
beneficiaries are saying little, but they cannot be happy. The huge
infrastructure projects they were building for Gadhafi are all in limbo and so,
too, are the contracts enjoyed by the major oil companies. It was mostly
about oil that regime change was conceived. (Gadhafi had threatened them:
“We do not trust [Western oil] firms, they have conspired against us... Our oil
contracts are going to Russian, Chinese and Indian firms.”)
But the euphoria over the fact that oil facilities were not damaged has now
turned to despair as almost no oil is flowing to the EU countries that took the
lead on the bombing. All those lunatic militias which the West
indiscriminately armed to the teeth are now occupying the oil fields, and
production has plummeted. For a while it was normal -- 1.4 million barrels a
day. But then the armed guards hired by the Brotherhood government to
protect eastern oilfields decided to seize them. That was followed shortly
a er by a similar seizure of the southern fields by another tribal group.
Production is now down to 150,000 barrels a day, with only 80,000 being
exported. Without that 1.4 million a day, the central government is rapidly
draining the country’s cash reserves.
This is the state of “democratic” Libya -- a hideous “Arab winter” if ever there
was one. As I recounted in an earlier column, it is crystal clear why Gadhafi
was removed. And it wasn’t just the oil. Gadhafi had been responsible more
than any other African leader for creating independent institutions that
challenged those of the West -- including an African communications satellite
with low fees, the African Investment Bank, the African Monetary Fund and
the African Central Bank. All of these latter institutions were a direct threat to
Western financial capital.
Troubling silence
The collateral damage done by our humanitarian “liberation” includes the
regime (however repressive) that boasted Africa’s highest standard of living, a
literacy rate above 90 per cent, the lowest infant mortality rate and the
highest life expectancy of all of Africa, free medicare and education, and the
highest Human Development Index of any country on the continent. All of this
is now threatened. Neither Western politicians (including the NDP and
Liberals in Canada) nor the Western media ever talked about these war facts
and they never will.
ADVERTISEMENT

While it pales in comparison to the misery inflicted on the people of Libya, the
whole sordid tale is also one of the alarming decline of democracy in Canada
and elsewhere in the West. Democracy can only work with an informed
citizenry. While we were poorly served as citizens by mainstream coverage of
the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, some of the truth did manage to get out -enough that Canadians were increasingly opposed to the latter and refused to
support the former. That’s what can happen when citizens actually have
access to the truth.
But the truth is a threat to the U.S. Empire and its junior partners like Harper.
Never again? Somehow, this time, our allegedly democratic governments and
their compliant media managed to cover up the ugly truth -- and continue to
do so. We should all be worried.
Read more: Rights + Justice
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Judy Cross • 6 years ago

I can't begin to express my disgust with the NDP for encouraging the
"humanitarian" bombing of Libya, which is ignored in the above piece.
See: "How the NDP Facilitates Imperialist War"
http://www.wsws.org
16 △
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Kevin Logan • 6 years ago

Good job on this one Dobbin, I was surprised you did not mention the million
dollar party Harper threw to "celebrate" all that "punching above the belt" when
we stopped bombing them into the stone age and brought some of our folks
home. There is lot of lessons in the Libya experience for us. One is that
Harper has already committed virtually every nickle raised from massive oil
and gas exports to the military in the form on new jets and warships..so when
you hear about how its necessary for health and education keep that in mind.
Also this is what "an energy super power" looks like, espionage and warfare
on the rise, while standard of living takes on a precipitous decline.
13 △
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windship • 6 years ago

The Chickenhawks of North America prefer to run their military campaigns like
video games now from a safe distance, thus we have drones and "surgical
strikes" blowing innocent people to pieces, and wasting billions of dollars in
single-use hardware to keep the armaments industries humming an upbeat
note to our GDP.
Libya was pretty much like shooting "fish" in a barrel for the Canadian-led
NATO forces, with a zero-body-count for Canadians that spells sweet victory
for the Minister of National Offense. Last thing they want to think about is the
irresponsible and long-lasting consequences of chickenhawk warfare, or the
potential for black swan blowback.
Also, here's Gwynne Dyer on the chaos in Libya today:
http://www.straight.com/new...
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Joe Citizen • 6 years ago

To note that Powell et al. have decidely written memos that are designed to
promote the interests of corporate and how to take over the will of the people
through audacity, money and organization has resulted in people like the Koch
brothers doing just that - reshaping the world toward their vision. The result of
which is that people who are not with them are expendable. The more people
expended the greater power for corporate.
Although many have pointed out the shere distain people like Harper and most
if not all conservative republican types are going about gutting the public, if
one tries to speak to the people, the people do not believe or agree with what
is being said - hence the naysayers regarding climate change, evolution, the
exstence of mircro-organisms (bacteria for example), the need for community,
ideas of sharing and so on- the only way out of this malaise is to return the
favor to the people who support Powell, the Koch brothers and their
supporters.
If people do not organize themselves then the people shall be organized by
others.
9△
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margotizard • 6 years ago

Bravo Murray, especially as yesterday (Nov 24) was the anniversary of the
$850,000(+?) "party" Kevin Logan reminded us of. I keep mentioning Libya
when federal NDP fundraisers call me. As Judy Cross pointed out, the NDP
voted unanimously in favour of trashing Libya, a disgrace I find unforgettable.
It was sad and often baffling to see how NATO's barbaric assault split the left
and sent journalism to the bottom of the pond.
8△
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heywould • 6 years ago

Wouldn’t this be the desired outcome from the perspective of most oil
producing nations? Effectively, they have removed a competitor from the
market, and sullied that competitors reputation for consistent delivery. It isn’t a
business renowned for ethical behaviour.
7△
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CheetahWhizerd • 6 years ago

It's all about Big Money, and the central bankers. Iraq, Libya, Syria... all of it.
Afghanistan is also, with the added bonus of being about opium and heroin
too.
Notice the influx of heroin use and addiction increasing here in the U.S.?
5△
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Ezra Pound > CheetahWhizerd • 6 years ago

Well, it's not ALL about that. A huge part of all of this is about Israel
taking over the entire Middle East from the Nile to the Euphrates. And
that cannot happen unless of the Arab regimes are "rolled back" by
creating chaos in these countries.
4△
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Judy Cross > Ezra Pound • 6 years ago

Max Blumenthal's new book Goliath is reviewed at Global
Research.
http://globalresearch.ca/is...
1△
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infoanalyst • 6 years ago

As usual from Dobbin, no mention of the real important items like the gold
backed currency to replace the US dollar being proposed by Gadhafi, and the
theft of over a hundred tonnes of gold from Libya. Canada's participation in
this is disgraceful.
3△
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Hawkman100 • 6 years ago

As strong of a believer in democracy and the democratic process as I am,
there are simply some countries in the world that can't handle democracy. The
only way these countries appear to be able to function is under a totalitarian
dictatorship. Libya is the most recent example.
As Murray Dobbin points out, Libya functioned well as a society with many
social programs while Qaddafi was around, even though he was a brutal
dictator and crazy as well. Now that he is gone, it has descended into anarchy
with barbaric militias running the country. The same held true in the former
Yugoslavia. Tito ran the country with an iron fist for several decades and was
successful in holding the country together and keeping all of the ethnic
tensions to a dull roar. Shortly after he died, we saw one of the most brutal civil
wars in modern history.
Democracy will not work in countries where barbarians still have major
influence.
4△
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siamdave > Hawkman100 • 6 years ago

The only reason everyone believes Gaddaffi was 'crazy' is that that is
what we have been told forever by the US-led mainstream media, and
apparently most people still believe whatever nonsense the CBC et al
tell them - as they guy said, the secret of the big lie is repeat some
simple message over and over and over, and eventually they'll all
believe it. Whatever killing he did was no different than the US cops
killing gangmembers who challenge them, pretty much any day actually, I suspect the US gets up to far more wanton civilian killing
than Gaddaffi ever did. And it seems pretty clear that with the wanton
killings and invasions all around the world of the last half century, every
US president since Reagan at least has been certifiably psychopathic they just have the backing of the US media, and US money and military
- riding around with them telling the apparently not-too-comptis-mentis
civilians to bow in awe at the Great President, which they dutifully do and also pointing fingers all over the place 'Oh my look at that crazy
man over there!! and over there!!' - and they dutifully follow along. Sad
place we're at in the history of 'civilisation' and humanity-not-so-much.
5△
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Judy Cross > Hawkman100 • 6 years ago

Tito died in 1980 and it took 11 years to get the Civil War going with
much help from Germany and the US.
http://iacenter.org/folder0...
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Dennis Goos • 6 years ago

I applaud the destruction of the Qaddafi regime assisted by Canada. The
engagement was determined as a means of protecting non-combatants and
preventing slaughter of opponents by air power. Democracy and nation
building were not part of the goals for Canada.If the ideologues in Libya are
unwilling to find common ground to form a new nation at least there are many
more people alive than if Qaddafi's mercenaries had been able to slaughter
freely.
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Red Herring > Dennis Goos • 6 years ago

What a load of BS. How can you even pretend to deny that more "noncombatants" and "opponents" are being slaughtered freely now - more
than any time during Qaddafi's reign?
I'm sure you feel the same about Hussein and his ilk, too. However,
history will continue to bear out the facts that "civilian" militias, armed to
the teeth by their foreign supporters slaughter - with even more
discriminate accuracy - civilian "opponents" and "non-combatants".
Do you remember Rwanda? How about Congo? How about Kenya, for
that matter? How about something more Western? Germany's brown
shirts?
1△
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Dennis Goos > Red Herring • 5 years ago

early intervention, like as soon as the Rhine was militarized.
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[offensive comment removed. -moderator.]
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